Final Approach Detailing &
Ceramic Coatings
FIVE STAR REVIEWS

Jason Telling

TIm Lebel

1 review

2 reviews

Jessica and Travis are great people! They are extremely
professional, knowledgeable, and polite. I went with their
SB3 5 year Ceramic Coating including a 2 step paint
correction (they were able to remove what i called a deep
scratch) on my Camaro and couldn't be happier! They
came to my house to evaluate the car and provide an
estimate. Once the appointment day arrived, they picked
up my car and brought it back after it was ﬁnished. That's
what I call service! I also had my windshield coated and I
don't even need my wipers when it rains, the water just
rolls right off. I'm glad I could support a local small
business and will deﬁnitely be using them again. Highly
recommended!

Jessica & Travis are awesome!

Brian B
5 reviews
I am a very happy, new customer of Final Approach
Detailing. From the moment I reached out via email and
quickly received a super-friendly, professional and
knowledgeable response, I knew I was working with the
right people.
Simply put, the 5 star customer service I received was
unparalleled. Jessica and Travis set expectations high,
then proceeded to over-deliver. From beginning to end I felt
totally comfortable that my vehicle was in the right hands
and I could trust that it be cared for properly.
I loved that all my questions were answered with 100%
conﬁdence and my time was always respected. I knew
exactly which products, services and options I would be
paying for along with their beneﬁts. My vehicle was
ﬁnished when promised and I could not have been more
satisﬁed with the results. I felt like I was part of the
process the entire time.
The icing on the cake was my car washing re-education. I
was gently taken through and participated in washing my
car utilizing a simple step by step procedure on how to
obtain optimal results. The products, techniques and
rational were all clearly explained as Jessica and Travis
demonstrated best practices inside their shop. I was
literally shown how I should be washing my car- this was
priceless!
Final Approach is the gold standard. The entire process
could not have been easier, more eﬃcient, professional,
respectful, educational and friendly.
Already booked an interior detail!
Thanks so much for everything, you are the best!

Linda Burkholder
2 reviews
Jess, Travis and Jared were all extremely professional,
friendly and easy to work with. They were so detail
oriented and my car looks amazing. So glad they got it
cleaned up inside and out for the holiday guests in town! I
have never had a professional interior detail and I can't
believe how good it looks! I love showing it off to everyone.
Thanks so much!!

I found Final Approach via a Google search, and what a
ﬁnd it was. I had mistakenly damaged my paint pretty
good through improper care. I thought I was doing the
cleaning/waxing correctly but was I wrong! And of course I
have an all black car.
Final Approach offers various levels of service for exterior
detailing (I didn't need any interior work). After my
consultation with Jessica, we decided on a 50-70% defect
removal with a 1 year entry-level ceramic coating.
They needed the car for two days to complete the
detailing. When I picked it up, it looked brand new. The
scratches & swirl marks were gone and I could no longer
see the deeper scratches. I had this done in January 2020,
so I had to drive it home in the lovely salt-covered
roads...that was hard to do!
I would HIGHLY recommend Final Approach to take care of
your vehicle, whether it's a one-time service or on an
ongoing basis. They also sell car care products so if you're
a do-it yourselfer like me, you can use their expertise to
help you select what you need to maintain your vehicle,
Finally, they put on various workshops to educate us on
how to care for your car. I haven't been to any yet, but do
plan on attending them so I can maintain my car properly.
I hope this review helps in your decision!

Brian D-J from Mason, MI
7 reviews
The customer service is very, very good. They came out to
the house, evaluated the ﬁnish on my Yukon XL, then taped
off an area to show the results a couple different levels of
service and provided an estimate. My truck is a 2016 that’s
been on the road for ﬁve and a half years and just turned
100K miles...and many trips through the car wash...and it’s
black! The paint was really more of a very, very dark gray
with lots of surface scratches. Well, they came and picked
up the vehicle and when they brought it back the next day
all of the surface scratches were gone! I’m am certain that
the ﬁnish did not look this good when it was new...and it’s
black! The pictures pretty much tell the story. They also
provided pictures as they stepped through the ﬁnishing
processes. They are prompt (how often have you called a
contractor and they’re late or a no show?) and very
professional and know their craft. The only down side is
it’s a bit pricey...but in order to get these kind of results,
you’re going to need to pay the price...you do get what you
pay for. And keep in mind, I had two step paint correction
and ceramic coating on about an acre of sheet metal, so
your mileage may vary.

Henri van der Waard
9 reviews

Erik Nelson
4 reviews
I had three of my cars ceramic coated and I am thrilled
with the results. There was no pressure on the sales side
of things and they set me up with three different packages
based on what I wanted for each car.

David Harkema
2 reviews
Excellent! Bailed me out of my DIY project gone wrong.
Helped in removing old window tint that did not go as
expected. Final Approach was so nice and did a
professional job. Great Place!
Will deﬁnitely use again!

The folks at Final Approach are ﬁrst rate. To quantify the
experience: quality over quantity. I may be a lay person
when it comes to cars, but there's a clear difference in
their level of work and you get what you pay for and then
some, in my opinion.
Regarding customer service I think this is easily the best
experience I've ever had period. They're prompt,
professional, and relatable. There's a lot of educating
going on too and they put all the cards on the table and
really push for educating their customer base about their
services and the pros AND cons of everything offered. This
kind of TLC you won't see in bigger chains; it's really a rare
experience. It's family owned and you can see the love
they put into their work.
I'd wholeheartedly direct anyone who wants their car
looking tip top to Final Approach Detailing, be it for a quick
ﬂip to get a car ready for a sale, or making your car more
future proof to retain resale value in the future.

Diana Criss

Lisa Knowles

10 reviews

5 reviews

Travis and Jessica treat everyone like they are the most
important person They do excellent work that surpasses
any ceramic coating and polishing that I have ever seen.
They deliver the best product and the best customer
service that I have ever seen. Yet we will recommend them
to everyone we know.

I felt like I got into a new car after Final Approach Detailing
returned my car to me. As a busy professional, I would
never be able to get my car THAT clean. Thank you, all, for
your efforts. I am so pleased!

Sandee Kingsley

Susan Rook

2 reviews

1 review

Travis and Jessica did an amazing job detailing both of
our vehicles inside and out. They were timely and they
even returned our vehicles back to our home when
ﬁnished. We would and have recommended them to our
friends and family.

I just bought my ﬁrst ever brand new car and had Final
Approach do a ceramic coating on it. I wanted to make
sure it is well protected from the elements because I drive
a lot for work, often on dirt roads. The knees, Travis and
Jessica came to my house to evaluate my car's needs and
made suggestions for my long term protection goals. I
chose to have them ceramic coat all of the painted
surfaces as well as my wheels; windshield and sun roof.
The paint and wheels look terriﬁc and the rain rolls off my
windshield while driving so I barely need to use my wipers.
I plan to keep this car for quite a long time and will
continue to use Final Approach to help me keep it in good
condition. I couldn't be happier with them

Maddie Sinnaeve
1 review
I absolutely loved the work that Final Approach detailing
did on my car! There were stains on my car ﬂoor and seats
that I never thought would come out but they got them out!
They met and exceeded my expectations and I would
10/10 recommend them to anyone I know. I will deﬁnitely
be going back if I ever need to get my car detailed again.

Amanda Wallace
3 reviews
Had my whole vehicle detailed. They did an amazing job.
Would recommend their services.

Shelley Mull
1 review
Travis and Jessica are very customer-focused. They are
knowledgeable about their services and products. They
were very thorough and effective in their communication
with me. I have recommended them to others; who too
love the services and quality of work they provide.

Kelly Bean
3 reviews
Travis and Jess are great! Since e aren’t far away, they just
picked up my Yukon and took it with them! Came back
squeaky clean after a summer of camping! I’ll do it again
this fall too!

Shannon Dunivon
2 reviews
I was so impressed! Great customer service,
communication, and strong work ethic. The attention to
detail was amazing. Looks like a completely different,
brand new car!

Jessica Miller
2 reviews
Thank you for getting the winter salt and sludge off of my
car - inside and out! It looks beautiful!

Todd Yehl
1 review

Jeff Vanenkevort
3 reviews

Fantastic job! My Jeep looks amazing!

Great communication and very timely. Very open with
pricing, no hidden charges. Highly recommend this
business! Thank you.

Adam Dickerson
5 reviews

NickTheo Kost

Once again not to surprise but their work can only be
described as perfection

2 reviews
Amazing! Top notch quality, service and costumer
relations. Will not take my vehicles anywhere else!

+15179553231

admin@finalapproachdetailing.com
1860 1/2 W Grand River Rd Suite B,
Okemos, MI 48864, United States

